
Manage Regulatory Change
in Onspring with Legal Insights 
from Regology
Consolidate ongoing legal and regulatory 
updates into your compliance program



Reduce regulatory risk in 
one integrated system 
Regology delivers relevant regulatory updates. 
Onspring activates that information throughout 
your compliance management workflows.  

Is your team able to analyze heavy and highly technical regulatory text to 
determine applicable legislation for your organization? Can spreadsheets and 
emails keep up with constant rule changes, impact assessments, mitigation and 
documentation?

When organizations are able to integrate up-to-date regulatory change 
intelligence from Regology into Onspring, compliance teams get one 
consolidated view of data to action in real time.

Why integrate Regology? 
Regology is an AI-powered regulatory intelligence platform that provides 
real-time regulatory change content for seamless integration with the  
Onspring GRC platform. 

With Regology, organizations can stay up-to-date with relevant regulatory 
changes, track laws and citations, and streamline compliance with applicable 
regulatory alerts throughout the entire legislative process.

Cover state, federal, 
and global legislation 
that applies to your 

organization.

Easily view what is 
new or revised with 

automatic 
change-tracking.

Eliminate noise 
and save time with 
customized alerts 
that are relevant 

to you.

Mitigate risks through 
real-time notifications 
for proactive control 

testing against 
regulatory updates.

Learn more at onspring.com/regology



Smart Law Library
Organize legal content by jurisdictions, topics, and 

activities. Filter, focus, and prioritize updates, 
based on your regulatory environment.

Horizon Scanning & Alerts
Receive tailored alerts with a customized 

view to take notes and collaborate.
Track and analyze regulatory changes, agency alerts 
and active bills by jurisdiction & status in one place.

Automatic Change Tracking
Compare what has changed in a regulatory 

text with Regology’s automatic change-tracking feature.
Instantly view synopsis, definitions, citations, 

and requirements.

Executive Reporting
Generate customized reports on the business 
impact of regulatory changes in risk terms. 

Provide executive leaders with valuable insights 
to make informed decisions and demonstrate 

compliance efforts.

Key Features
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How It Works

Before you get started, you’ll want to confirm that 
your Regology subscription is active and that 
your organization has configured the Regology 
integration in Onspring.

Onspring’s 
Regology 
Integration

Add the Regology integration to 
your Onspring instance and any 
preconfigured applications to get 
you up and running.

Install

The intelligence from your 
designated regulations with 
Regology syncs directly into 
Onspring, fueling deeper 
understandings of your obligations. 

Capture

Regology updates your 
relevant regulatory obligations 
automatically every time a rule 
or law changes for your immediate 
review.

Analyze

Automate triggered notifications 
to internal teams and third parties 
that activate workflows based on 
Regology information.

Activate

Continue to maintain and send 
accurate, up-to-date reporting to 
executives, to your board and to 
owners through Onspring.

Report



One Integration. Many Uses.
Once you install the Regology integration in your Onspring instance, 

you’ll be able to confi gure information across many uses in your organization.

For questions on getting started, contact us at hello@onspring.com

Consumer Protection
Ensure your compliance addresses the protection of personal 
information, data security, and information technology, as well 
as false advertising and charitable solicitations with Regology’s 
customized law library that includes data privacy regulations, such 
as CCPA, GDPR, DPA, CPPA & PIPEDA, and LGPD.

Evidence Collection Protocols
Whether it’s your people, information, and assets, or the public, 
customers, and cultural holdings, get comprehensive legal content 
that addresses your physical security needs and helps you organize 
your evidence collection process with tasks that are automatically 
generated for each individual piece of evidence.

Protect Against Fines
With attacks on digital infrastructure growing more problematic for 
all industries, banking and fi nancial institutions in particular must 
stay compliant with cybersecurity laws as well as improve BSA/AML/
KYC systems with regulatory intelligence.

Manage Labor & HR
Get detailed coverage of essential labor and HR laws in accordance 
with local regulations. Regology provides custom insights to meet 
the distinct legal nuances across regions.

Protect Against Hackers
Incorporating Regology’s smart law library intel into Onspring enables 
you to better defi ne policies, risks, and controls for safeguarding 
against cybercrime.



onspring.com/regology


